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NATIONAL COMMISSION ON LABOUR

Kef.No.MP-VI.148 - Madhya Pradesh Trade Union Congress, 
(State Committee of AITUC)
7, Jail Road No.2, INLORE-2 (M.P)

Points for ElucidationSI. Page
No. No.

1 1-3 If the present verification procedure is 
insulated against delays and favouritism 
by providing an independent machinery 
for verification, will you have any 
objection?

2 3

3 8

Are the proposals on ballot of Trade Unions
for recognition as given by you administratively
feasible?

Lo you mean to suggest that collective
bargaining in its pure and simple form i.e. 
in case the parties do not arrive at 
agreements the employer should be free to 
lock-out the factory and the workers to 
strike if they decide to do so?
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Submitted by,

Madhya Pradesh Trade Union Congress, 
(State Committee of AITUC )
7,Jail Road Not2, INDQRE~2 (M,P.)

This memorandum is being submitted on behalf of the 

Madhya Pradesh State Committee of AJTUC which represents a? i 

the unions affiliated to the AITUC in this State.

Only a. few points have been discussed in our memo- 

-randum. On all other matters, incluhln g tho se contained in 

the questionnaire issued by the National Commission on 

Labour, the State Committee as well as ell the affiliated 

unions endorse the submissions made by the xilTUC centrally-,

In our view the two most crucial questions whic.. 

affect industrial relations and the growth and proper 

functioning of trade unions are the questions of recognitiw 

of trade unions and collective bargaining*

RECOGNITION OFUfflffig
The Madhya Pradesh State Committee of AITUC is of the 

considered view that recognition of unions should be based 

on a free and secret ballot of the workers* Trade Unions 

represent the workers and act es their agents or represent

atives in matters which affect the vital interests of all 

workers in the mill/in &i stry/area and It Is only fit and 

proper that the selection of who will represent the 

particular workers should be leftto the democratically 

expressed will of the workers themselves.

Industrial relations pose a seyiou s problem in 1W 

Pradesh State, It is not enough to provide for to resolve 

industrial disputes by consent Government intervention 

after industrial peace has been disturbed. Correct approah 

it to provide adequate machinery and forum for speedy and 

fair settlement of disputes before they disrupt industrial 

life.
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In the country as a whole, industrial relations are 

governed by Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, it applies to 

whole of India. It ensures to every Trade Union the right 

to represent its members In all proceedings including 

cons ideration, agreements and arbitrations. This is gua ranted 

by Section 36(1) of the Act.

The Madhya Pradesh Government h as,however, chosen to 

enact its own industrial relations Act called the Madhya 

Pradesh Industrial Relations Act, I960. It Ison the lines 

of the Bombay Industrial Relations Act which applies to 

Maharashtra and Gujarat. The main departure enacted by this 

Law (M.P.I.R.A.) from the Industrial Disputes Act, cone ists 

in the scheme of the Representative Union. The Representative 

Union i s deter.,in-d on the basis of the membership. The 

minimum requirement of membership for repre sentativ* 

union is 25/o' of the total employees in the concerned 

industry in a district. Such a representative union is 

given the sole right to negotiate,enter into agreement or 

appear before Industrial Court ^Tribunals etc, on all general 

Issues affecting the service conditions of the employees.

The MIIRA Act ps based on verification of membership 

records by the State Labour Department, This department 

has always been and will always be in the complete control 

of the State Government and is bound to carry out its 

policies and directives. In view of the fact that State 

Governments have been and still are in some places 3fu.n by 

the Congress party, the policy has been to grant recognition 

to unions belonging only to INTUC, Even where the over- 

-whelming majority of workers do not belong to the JUTUC 

union, verification is carried out by the Labour Department 

with the purpose of declaring INTUC to be the majority unioi 

thus conferring recognition on it against the will of the 

workers. Many mill owners, are interested In supporting ti



XNTUC unions for a variety of reasons and In some cases they 

b*lp In Inflatin'- the membership rolls by various methods.

Hence the MPTUC does not agree to recognition being 

made consequent upon a check-up of membership register by 

the labour department.

It is undersirable on other grounds also that the 

State machinery should determine the representative 

character of a union. Verification Is only a covenient 

smoke-screen to hide the gross Interference of the Government 

in foisting a union of its choice on the workers.

The only correct, lasting and democratic solution is 

to let the workers chose their own representative Union through 

secret ballot. ,4fl central trade union organisations except 

IKTUC support this proposal. section of' employers also is 

in its favour. But the IKTUC, the Congress Governments‘and 

some employers oppose this and th<- reason for their cpposi- 

-tion are not far to seek.

Kovxver, workers in various places have resisted and 

will continue to resist this most blatant, anti--demo cratic 

method of' selecting a union as the representative union and 

this has been a cause of several strikes and continued 

unrestt

In fact there can be no valid argument against the

proposal to base recognition on the verdict of a secret vote

of the workers who are* to be represented, Fear of violence,

backwardness of the vrcrkers, the •principle’ of quality Vs

mere numbers are all outmoded and ill founded excuses, •

There is no violence worth the name in general elections

or even among workers where works committees,hous ing -

committees, canteen committees etc,ere elected, for
backwardness, the worker is fur more enlighten ;d than many

other section of the community, which have the right to

elect representatives for local governments,State assemblies 
end Parliament,
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In the State of Madhya Pr©desh,the MPIR^ Met has been 

operated, to such an pediculous extent that the former

Congress Government boss, a 

union to other matters, of 

and collective bargaining. 

Repre sen cation on the

pplled the scheme of representative 

T.-U.life than Industrial relations

committe e s of So cl al We If a re

measures such as ESIC Regional Board,Hous ing Board,Ecus ing 

allotment In the Industrie! Houx-ing Colonies constructed 

by employer or Govt.Lo cal Selection Committees of Workers* 

Education was accorded to INTLC, as monopoly representative 

union to the exclusion of other central T.U*organization

with only contain exception, where It suited congress govt., 

and the labour deptt. headed by INTVC bosses.

Even with the formation of non-congress govt.In the 

state, the old practice, more or less continues, the 

spacious argument advanced by the then congress minister was 

that only representative union under the scheme of MPIRM .uct 

has right for sole representation on such committees to 

implement social welfare measures* Huge amounts were given to 

such representative unions In the name of Labour Welfare only 

to use such power to subdue the wo risers and bind them i.mnd 

and foot to this monopoly instrument of ruling class and 

congress govt.

The M.F.T.LW C.hos raised its voice of protest against 

such grossly unjust interpretation of the industrial relations 

act, But with the intervention of the union labour ministry 

certain improvement in the matter of representation to centra’’ 

T.U, organization took place. MFTUC was given representation
A

on Labour advisory Board, E and I Committee, State Committee 

of employment and training, EPF etc.

However, even how, MPTUC is not accorded representation 

on E£IC and Housing Board both regionally and locally and on

the selection committee of workers education committee locally-.



The basis of majority membership has proved tc be 

ineffective, This is so, because, a pro-employer union is able 

to ;yt all. assi stan oe from the employer,including t:rrorisatioi 

and discrimination against other unions. It is widely prevalent 

practice in our own state that membership dues of the represc . 

-tative unions are collected and deducted directly by the 

employers by the variou-s dubious ways,Coercion by the 

supervisory stuff is the daily occurrence. Permission for 

collection of membership dues at the place of work is left 

on the sweet will of the employers by law, It hardly needs to 

be mentioned that what sort of unions the employer ’mould 

permit. If, after all these handicaps, 8 union challenge' the 

representative union then the law provides for a long-drawn 

inquiry by the degistrer of Trade In ions, During pendency 

of this inquiry the representative union continues as such an 1 

is able to beat down the workers by entering into any agreemen" 

wdweh the employers. There is only one case of a successful 

challenge during the last 19 years in our state. The enquiry 

took £4 years in a factory employing only 200 workers. How muc] 

time it would require to complete an inquiry in an industry 

such as Heavy Electricals Ltd.,Bhilai or textiles in Indore 

employing nearlly 20 thousand workers is anybody’s guess, It 

is, therefore, suggest .d that a secret ballot of all employeee 

of a giv n industry or factory held every two y< ars could 

provide a free,fair and steady way to determine the 

reprssentative union•

The ^ct is open to abuse and has actually been abused 

to foster favourite unions as representative unions. This 

throtles all legitimate trade union activities of all other 

trade unions. It leaves no scope for other unions to legally 

raise issues and seek their settlement through legal machinery 

Cnee an agreement i s entered into by the representative union
4 g— n 4
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non-Mbcrs. Such’sn a grg Us not-~©^«- to__any leggal

challenge even If all the employees desire a change.

Thus, when redress through legal means Is barred,other 

trade unions and employees are left with no other alternative 

but to promote effective agitations and strikes etc.Such was 

the case at Nsgda, HEL Bhopal, Bsjnandgnon and Indore etc. In 

recent days. This disrupts Industrial relations and It Is 

no as-worthy that even when strikes do not erupt, the absence 

of any legal machinery for redrcssal of grievances solves no

problem. Grivenances accumulate leading to continuous 

restiveness and discontent. It will be readily admitted that 

good industrial relations are not merely the absence of °tr7l 

In this system of monopoly representative union, there is

constant tension in industrial relations vfoich occassionely 

errupts in volcanic strikes.

Such a monopoly representative union hrs also been foun 

to throttle internal democracy even In the representative 

union leading to deterioration of such representative unions 

into gangster unions often resulting in deadlock in the vcr;> 

functlonin g of that union,,

The EFTUC therefore, urges upon the Commission to 

uphold the democratic right of the worker to select its 

representative Trade Union through SECBET BALLOT and suggests 

following proposals

THE PBOFOSULS ON BALLOT OF TB^DE UNIONS FOB BECOGNITION
IN

1. (,ii) BALLOT1 : Ballot should be held by the L.C.in

consultation wiih and cooperation of all registered trade 

unions. It should normally be held simultaneously in all th.-- 

units.,

(ii) L.C. or his nominees from his derartment should

perform the'function s of th 

-1ive s of re g 1 s tered unIons

Betu rein g Off i ocr and rep ’c s-^J' - 

shall be treated as parties to th
/'"l n-i~ ion.
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(iii) In conducting the ballot and fixing the programmes 

and procedure all the parties he consulted.

2. THE HEFxlEgW^Tiyg UflON QTK.ER UNIONS

(i) The ballot will be open to all the workers in 

the plant/Industry. dny union which in the secret ballot 

secures more than 50/ of the votes cast will have the sole 

right of collective vargaining on all issues of the workers

in the pi ant/industry.

(ii) This union should after to the other union 

seats on its managing bodies in proportion to their votes, if 

the latter are willing to merge themselves in the ballotted 

union, the condition s for which should be decided by mu tual 

consultation,

(iii) In case the unions who have secured less than 

50/ votes do not agree to merge and form a single united union 

they should not be given any of the rights exerciseable by 

the ba Hotted recognized union.

(iv) The majority union will have to function 

democratically, for which provision shall be made in the 

constitution in the matter of holding its annual conference.;, 

election of its leading-bodies,maintenances of membership roll 

and dispersal of funds and decisions on policy matters. The 

union shall provide in its constitution for discussion and 

ratification of agreements with the employers by the Executiv- 

of the Union and the General. Body of workers, whore found 

necessary,

(v) -j union which wins the next place to the 

ballotted in the votes cast and has over 50/ of the votes in

a particular department of a big unit or complex, such a union

will have the right 

its members only in 

general demands of

to represent the individual grievances of 

that department and which do not touch th< 

the workers as a whole.
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(vi) The ballot for recognition will be held every 

2 years.

(vii) The representative union will be entitled to 

(a) collection of union dues at work place; (b) holding 

meeting on the premises of the company, where such place is 

available end exhibit union notices on the premises; (d) the 

time spent by the functionaries of the union in negotiations 

and settlement of issues will be treated as on duty.

COLLECTIVE 3-aGHNlW

This brings us to the 

bargaining* In the position

second major problem collective 

existing today collective

on promoted*

absence of a union recogni- 

where such a union exists 

, as pointed out above,

bargaining is hampered rather th 

The first obstacle is the

-sed as a bargaining agent. Even 

nominally, the procedure adopted

negates the reality and foists a union on workers which 

does not really represent them. Hence a democratically 

elected union,nominated by the workers themselves ’without 

interference by the Government or employers., is the first 

necessity if collective bargaining is to be promoted.

Collective bargaining really means that the workers 

as a class bargains with their employers regarding conditions 

of service. In such a process interference by Government is 

a hinderance. Hence the present machinery set up under the

Industrial Disputes -*ct, MIIXi etc.are harmful to this 

process. Conciliation by Government o fi dais,compulsory 

adjudication or arbitration are a negation of collective 

bargaining,

In fact the entire concept of conciliation, ad ju dication 

etc. is a class concept by which the bourgeoisie has sought 

to emasculate the trade union movement, to keep it within 

the confines of Government offices end court rooms.

The history of the right to strike shows how more and
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move ou*bs--he-v<2 gjren' It—£: ITst -JS-^-'-ru.-king

diet inaction between legal and illegal strikes; then by 

bifur cot in 3 l:.gal strikes into 1 Justified? strikes and 

’un justif led’ strikes, and lastly through the restri ctiom 

imposed by the Cods of Dis ci pi in,.

The right to strike is fundamentel. It is tbs only 

sanction behin d colic ctive bargaining* Io tlw extent that 

this right is fettered and curbed, collective bargaining 

surf CPS*

Hence the scheme of industrial relations should

3u^rante e;

(a) a un ion compul so r:
secret ballot of 1

Co) b a sic t ra de union
to such a recogni

(o) right to strike a
picketing*

What is necessary

cefvl

acts vhlch confer rights on workers like Minimum Uagef ~ct, 

payment of vVages ^ct, Workmen1s Compensation ^ct,Factory 

->ct>Irade Unions *,ct, certain sections of Industrial 

Disputes ..ct, P,F. ^ct, ESI uct, Stan din g Orders ~>ct etc. 

Stringent penalties should be provided for infringement of 

these acts. Special courts should be set up to adjudicate on 

m ttsrs pertaining to these where the parties cats directly 

t ke the muttwm Cases relating to termination of service 

through sc dxxsKX EGmmkxkzzk & any method may also be in^de 

justiciable in these courts through a direct complaint 

lodged by the party concerned. -Al other matters must Ve 

left for collective U...r pining between the parties.

There is no principle involved in this question and 

the issue is strictly related to conditions obtaining in ou, 

country and the historical growth of the TU movement, 

conditions change, the movement will adopt the form 

n.cessar^ to its growth.to its
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7foCJg&- . BOWS

Wages at the minimum level represents the cost of 

unskilled physical labour to the worker. That is to 'say, 

minimum v/ages must be related to cost of living at a given 

standard without imparting into its determination any 

extraneous consideration like capacity to pay, productivity 

etc.

The minimum level will differ from time to time and 

country to country. In our country, at the present time, 

the agreed norm may be taken to be the definition of its 

contents in physical terms given by the 15th Indian labour 

Conference.

Cn ce an equation between money wages and real wages 
in these terms has been arrived at, at the minimum level for 

unskilled work, 100 per cent neutralisation for any rise 

in cost of living must be provided to prevent any erosion of 

real wage. In other words, 100 per cent neutralisation 

merely freezes the real wage at the given level.

Hence any. ai-suasnt,however learned and profound, 

about why 100 per cent neutralisation need not be given is 

merely a plea for wage, cut and if allowed, in precti ce,over 

any length of time in a period of sharply rising prices will 

drive the real wage much belo- the subsistence level.

Once' the minimum -eage has been fixed on the basis of 

parity between the money wage and the real content, suitable 

differentials should be fixed for semi, skilled, skilled, 

highly.skilled, supervisory jobs,Clerical jobs, ate and 

managerial jobs should be brought into the scheme of 

differentials. In a poor/ country like India, where argument 

is still raging around the feasibility of giving a subsistence 

wage in the name of industrial survival, the present imbalance 

between managerial and staff salaries and wages is intolerable
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Our experience of the Implemenbatlon of minimum wages 

act is vary sad, not only the employers engage themselves 

against the workers in time consuming litigation but the Govt, 

also sleeps over for a long period of time in appointing 

minimum wage committees and M7J Advisory Board.

In the scheme of the MvV dct the advisory Board is made 

ineffective as regard the scrutiny an d exam in at ion of 

minimum wages fixed by the committees. This drawback in the ,£ 

said act must be removed at the earliest.

Moreover, the govt.of the state sleeps over the M'7 

Committee reports, even when, these are unanimous report.

M.F.Govt,has yet to take decision on such reports, which 

are lying with it for over a year and half # ’’here the Govt, 

is the employer and W Committees recommendation s ere to be 

implemented, and finan cial considerations are brought in to 

po stpon e de cis ion indef inatel y.

The periodical revision or fixation of M7 by the

advisory board must be provided in the act itself and must 

ba...merle obligatory on the Govteconcerned in order to project 

the content of My in these rapidly changing conditions and 

unprecedented price rise.

killed must be a national 

the shape of proportional 

each industry. There is no 

But the D..j, should be linked 

the area to allow regional

Th e min imum wa ge for u n s 

rage, Differentials will be in 

ranges,leaving flexibility lot 

case for regional disparities, 

to the cost of living index of 

d if f e r e n t i a t ion •

Having fixed the differentials, every rise in prices 
must be offset 100#. Otherwise, diff erent ials will be 

disturbed apart from every other consequence.

Over and above the minimum level, wages and Dt<u. 

should be left to collective bargaining.

The question of incentive bonus or production bonus
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is best left to collective bargaining.

In a system where workers ere y.t seekin g tc achieve

a minimum wage,bonus occupies an important place. It

represents an annual saving necessary to wipe out to some
/

extentt the debts incurred during.the year and if possible, 

provide a smell lumpsum for-annual expenses of a capital 

nature like purchase of blanket, warm clothes etc.

The present Payment of Bonus het whi di incorporates 

th view point of employers to the exclusion of the vua-anjjacuxs 

opinion of all others, including one representative of 

employers, is unacceptable. It should be replaced by a new 

ifcV which should be based on the new; formula put forward 

by trc<a unions, I.e. LaT formula without rehabiliti-tion end 

50£ of the surplus to be given to workers after taking into 

account the benef its of the t®x rebate.

Dated:

Submitted by4

1. Dltf-tfUR
Vi co- P r g s i dent.

3. Homl F.Daji,
General Secretary,

G.P. Sh riwa stave, 
Secretary.

3.
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